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Zeta Psi continues
frat court battle

by David Scannell
In what may be a last ditch effort to
bring fraternities back to Colby, attorneys from the Zeta Psi alumni
association challenged Colby's 1984
fraternity abolition decision before the
Maine Supreme Court in Augusta
yesterday.
The court 's decision is expected
sometime next. year.
"What is at stake here is almost as
difficult to capture in words as it is impossible to measure in dollars and
cents. "
"The Zeta Psi Chapter is a bonding
of friendship and purpose, spanning
generations and joining people. It is
community and connection/ alumni
and undergraduates learning from and
about each other. To put a priee on it
seems absurd... "
Enjoying Colby ' s social life and contributing to a good caus e are these Colby students. An 'Around
the World' party for MS was held last week end.

Thief srmgsgrof s ' gradebooks
by Bill Donahue
Three professor 's gradebooks have
been stolen since midsemester break,
when a master key capable of opening
all of the offices on the second floor
Miller Library was found missing.
Economics Department Secretary
Joyce Matthews left her office unlocked for 30 minutes when she went to
lunch. When she returned , she found
the master key missing. In the two
weeks since this theft , Government
Professor Beverly . Hawk and
Economics Professors Thomas
Tietenberg and James Meehan have
had their grade books stolen/Nothing
else in their offices has been taken.
Hawk said that it will be easy for her
to recompile her students' grades
because her three classes are all very
small. However, she stressed that her
gradebook included not only grades
but also the lists of all the students she
has taught in her career. "It was not

just a list of grades. It had sentimental value," she said.
Hawk, a first year professor at Colby who previously taught at University «f Wisconsin, Rockford College and
Ohio Uliiversity, said, "This makes me
wish'I was still teaching at one of those
other places...! have to restrain myself
from thinking that this act reflects on
all students at Colby."
Like Hawk, Meehan will have no
difficulty in composing grades as a
result of the theft. His classes had not
had a,ny recorded grades when the theft
occurred. However, he will have difficulty in writing letters of recommendation for former students. The
gradebook included grades and comments for all the students he has taught
in his 13 year career.
Tietenberg said that he did have
grades compiled in his folder but he anticipates no problems in compiling
grades. He will ask his students to rum

their graded exams back in , he said.
Like Meehan, he said that the theft
may make it more difficult for him to
write letters of recommendation. He
can get grades f rom the registrar 's office but he added, "These grades do
not record progress a student may have
made during the semester."
These have not been the first incidences of theft from the Miller offices. Last spring a criminal entered
Administrative Science Professor Peter
Nye's office and stole $300. "There
will always be a problem with theft but
the windows on these office doors
make these offices particularly
vulnerable," said Yvonne Knight , also
an Administrative Science professor ,
"I've taken my exams home with me
since our department entered the
building ."
This series of thefts has made Other
professors wary as well. For instance,
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The chapter house, according to a
brief filed with the Supreme Court for
Zeta Psi by Portland attorneys Daniel
Rappaport and Jeffrey Edwards, is
"the embodiment of the continuity
that is the essence of their relationship.
It has been described by alumni,
without exaggeration but not without

Singers to aid hun gry

by Ten Scally
A group of Colby's most talented performers will present an evening of entertainment tonight at 8 p.m. in Given Auditorium. Proceeds from the performances will benefit Africare and the Waterville Soup Kitchen, according to
Louisa Bell, the event 's organizer.
The performers, including the Clowners, the Colby Eight, the Colby'ettes,
"Harry and the Gang," Tuxedo Junction, Matt Hartley, Eric Rolfson and Scott
Perry, have all volunteered their time to benefit these worthy causes. The evening
will be hosted by Colby senior , Greg Dumark.
Bell, a junior active in charitable causes and concerned about world hunger ,
is doing her part to help, and is motivating others.
' The two groups she chose to benefit from the variety show , Africare and
the Waterville Soup Kitchen , represent both a local and a global effort at ending hunger.
Africare is a non-profit organization that conducts self-help programs to improve the quality of life in rural Africa. Africare has the "highest percentage
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10K race
set for
Saturda y

Third thef t in as many weeks

Clothin g stolen in locker room
A theft of $300 worth of clothing
from the men's locker room last Sunday continued a trend that began three
weeks ago. In each of the past three
weekends, thc locker room has experienced thefts of at least $300 worth
of equipment , according to Chapman
Melson, equipment room manager.
The first of these thefts occurred
over rnidscmester break, when t he field
house was supposed to have been closed. The criminals broke in to the locked soccer locker room and stole approximately $400 worth of equipment.
Nelson said he suspects that thc.crime
was committed by Waterville youths
who come to the fieldhouse with no intentions of theft but saw the possibility and acted on it.
Thc second of these thefts , Nelson
said ,, "must have involved high tech
criminals ". The criminals picked the
lock on the equipment room and stole
a carefu lly selected variety of clothing
wor th a total of $650. Nelson
h ypothesized that they probably knew
something about the equipment room
because they knew where to look for

specific items. If they didn 't know
anything about the equipment room,
Nelson said, "They would have ended up with a pile of sweatshirts. It was
probably students who wanted to get
a whole set of clothing to wear around
back home.";.
The third theft was like the first in
that it involved breaking into the fewcelilce locked doors of tlie locker rooms.

This time , h owever , the football team
was the victim, Nelson said he believed that this crime was probably committed by the same people who robbed th e lock er room over mi dsemest er
break.
Since the Athletic Department's insuran ce policy has a $10,000 deduct!ble> the Department must use money
'; pace 11
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Co lby claims tax $$$
Colby plans to appeal a recent Kennebec County Superior Court ruling which
awar ded over $81,000 in back taxes to the College's banned fraternities.
The $81,404 in property tax money from the City of Waterville will be held
in escrow pending thc, end of the legal dispute.
Questions regarding ownership of thfc back t^ixes were raised after the .Maine
Supreme Judicial court ruled last year tiitt| Wntdry Hlc had ^illegally
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦taxed the
'
py ,pp ;'7;- . . ¦(¦ ¦' P7 ; / V:p p . ' " . ¦ ' ' j .'- .,
fraterni ties..
At the time the case was argued / fraternities had not be'ehi abolished and they
<
were partners with the College in the suit to gain 1 back taxes.
After the abolition of fraternities both the College nnd the fraternity corporations claimed the money and thc city asked the Superior Court to intercede,
Accordin g to'President Willinm Cotter , the College Is entitled to the money.
TAX ,
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emotion , as a shrine.
Zeta Psi decided to take the case to
Maine's highest court after a Superior
Court judge refused last May to prevent implementation of the commons
system and the dismantling of
fraternities.
While five fraternities originally
challenged the Colby decision in
Superior Court , only Zeta Psi has
opted to take it to a higher court.
Zeta Psi is attempting to challenge
the lower court ruling by asserting that
the College violated a 1951 agreement
with the fraternity without showing
just cause.
President William Cotter terming
the Zet decision "consistent" with the
fraternity 's "philosophy of exhausting" all legal possibilities , appeared confident that the College
would prevail.
According to Cotter, there are "two
sections" in the 1951 contract that the
Supreme Court will be reviewing.
"In the contract, there are two provisions. The first gives the fraternity
the right to occupy the house as long
as they are recognized," said Cotter.
ZETA PSI
Page 3
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Colby students interested in participating in the 10K road race this
Saturd ay are encouraged to pre-register
as soon as possible, according to Kelly Chopus , the event' s organizer,
Students can pre-rcgister by dropping off a check for either $5 (if they
have $25 in pledges) or $10 (if they
have less than $25 in pledges) to the
post office - Box 323.
Those who pre-reglster may pick up
their t-shirts and numbers Saturday
morning. This will make the registrat ion p rocess move alon g "more quic kly
and efficiently, " said Chopus.
The road race is to benefi t multiple
sclerosi s, a degenerative nerve disease
that strikes young adults ages 18-34. So
far , the Students Against Multiple
Sclerosis (SAMS) have raised $350.
This mone y was rai s ed a t las t
weekend's Around the World party,
which about 500 Colby students ntMS
Pane u

Off the Hill

Benningto n br oke ?
\ Faced with a $700,000 deficit on a $6million budget , students at Bennington
College are taking dance and theatri cal productions on the road to keep the
ailing institution afloat . Bennington , located in Vermont , has the highest tuition in the nation, mainly because it has no endowments.
"In meetings over the past two weeks, students, trustees and staff have proposed spending cuts and ways to raise funds. Among the proposals are a cut
in faculty pay and a nationwide recruitment drive to raise enrollment from 550
to 600. Students are also planning to show a video they produced and to perform theatrical productions on the road to raise funds..The college's 32 trustees
have promised to raise $150,000 of their own money to cut the deficit.
Much of Bennington 's problems stem from the school's $6.4 million Visual
and Performing Arts Center whicn was opened in 1976. Debt service alone on
the center costs $400,000 a year.
"We love this place We have no intention of letting it slip," said Student
Council president Melissa Rosenberg.
-The Wesleyan Argus

Evaluat ions debated

After long and pointed debate, the Bowdoin faculty voted to continue the
use of student course evaluation forms by a count of 63 to 24 at its meeting
October 14.
Debate centered around the effectiveness and the uses of the forms. Professor William Whiteside wondered why 100 percent student involvement was
desired.
"What proportion of students are capable of making sound judgements that
are helpfu l to us?" he asked . "I want the response of a student who has met
me halfway in a course, participating, reading the material, someone with a
mind at work."
Professor Daniel Levine countered by saying that many junior faculty who
do not have tenure see in the forms a kind of protection for their j ob security.
Professor Denis Corish called that a "false hope" and said the forms gave
nothing more than superficial "Neilsen ratings of the intellect. "
"We're here simply to provide examples of good minds at work ," Corish
said. "So these forms are basically unessential to us, not worth our while to
bother with it. "
Professor Marilyn Reizbaum said that undergraduates need "an official and
viable way to express their opinions about teaching." It was added that young
college students feel shy about voicing opinions and that the forms are the best
method to elicit them. -The Bowdoin Orient

Corrections
Last week's article on Roger Bowen's compromise proposal on Colby's divestment implied that students are already circulating a petition in support of the
proposal. Actually, Bowen said that he hoped that students would circulate
a petition.
Due to a reporter 's error, it was incorrectly stated in last week's Echo, that
Glacier Ski-wear was manufactured by Texaco. It is manufactured in Texas.
In addition it was incorrectly stated that Glacier Ski-wear would be attending a trade show in December. The show is in March.
Finally, Tom Blair was quoted as terming skirwear competition "high class
but not functional ." He should have been quoted as calling it "high fashion
but not functional. "

Bates student nabbed
by David Scannell
Cain Rollins, a Bates College junior ,
entered no plea Monday when he was
arraigned in Lewiston on charges that
he shot James-Carignan, Dean of Bates
College, on October 26.
Carignan, w h o was released f rom
the hospital last week, has been granted
a leave of absence until the end of the
semest er , according to Stuart Greene,
a Bates spokesman ,
Greene stated that he did not "feel
qualified to comment" on t he mood of
th e camp us in th e wake of t h c Roll ins'
arrest.
Greene did state, h owever , that he
believed that most of the members of

the Bates community would treat
Rollins as "innocent until proven guilty."
Calling "rumors regarding drugs
totally unfounded ,"Greene refused to
comment specifically upon an article
which appeared on the front page of
the October 25 Bowdoin Orient.
According to the Orien t story, "A
confidential source at Bates told thc
Orient We d nesday t hat Rollins was
probably identified as a suspect
because of alleged implication in a drug
crack-down by Carignan. "
Rollins had been questioned about
the shooting soon after it happened ,
but was later released.

Telecast scheduled
The Union of Concerned Scientists
Video Conference on U.S.-Soviet Relations will be telecast at 8 p.m. this
Tuesday, November 12, in the Communi ty Room of the Heights. Entitled "From Trinity to Star Wars," the
teleconference will bring together a
group of leading scientists and
statespeople to discuss issues that will

be at stake in the upcomifig summit
conference in Geneva between President Reagan and General Secretary
Gorbachev,
Partici pants will include Senator
Alb er t Gore,Yale Management Professor Paul Bracken, and MIT physics
professor and UCS chair Hoft,ry *cnPtanc 6

'Eight To The Bar ' will be playing swing/rock and roll along with 'Static ' from Bowdoin College.
The Homecoming Weekend party starts at 8:00 pm Friday in the Fieldhouse. Guest list sign up will
be outside of the dining halls.

Few show at room dra w hearing
by Kathy Dowley
Less than a dozen students attended the Room Draw Committee's
Forum to express their concern over
next year's proposals. The forum, held
Monday evening in Lorimer Chapel,
was designed to provide students with
the opportunity to tell the committee
their preferences on the number of new
options developed by the Room Draw
Committee this year.
Housing Coordinator Paul Johnson
stressed that, although it is early in the
year to seem concerned with'next year's
living arrangements, the Committee
only has until December 10 before it
must present a final report to the Student Affairs Committee. A final plan
will then be presented to the Board of
Trustees in January.
Students that did attend expressed a
concern on a number of issues, but
primarily on that of "Commons
Squatting." Last year, anyone who
wanted to remain in their commons the
following year could do so. The result

was that Chaplin and Johnson Commons were almost completely shut off
before the Adl Campus Draw even occurred. That meant that those students
in Lovejoy and Mary Low Commons
that wanted to move, really couldn 't
go anywhere.
The goal of the Committee this year,
as put forth in a letter written last April
by Student Affairs President David
Pulver, is to "determine the most
equitable way to provide an incentive
to allow students to remain within a
Commons for more than one year as
a means of-promoting Commons identity and, at the same time, allow for
flexibility within the system so as to
give students a broader choice of housing options."
One of the options on which the
Committee had hoped to get student
input concerned a limited commons
squat, with retention of commons by
predetermination of the number of
people in each class permitted to stay
within each commons. The number of

people in each class would be predetermined by either polling the students in
each class or by designating a percentage of each class that can stay.
Another option is to designate a
specific number of rooms within each
commons for the All Campus-.Draw,
so that no one commons will be shut
off to those who would like the chance
to move.
Students who would like to make
any suggestions or who have any questions should contact their Commons
Room Draw Chairmen. They are: ,
Chaplin Commons-Jeff Norton
Lovejoy Commons-Hank Kinsley
Mary Low Commons-Chris Vickers
Johnson Commons-Andrew Peer

Students will also have the opportunity to speak out at the individual
Commons Room Draw Meetings to be
held in the future. Students concerned about the changes in policy are urged to attend.

Judges name Watson nominees
by Kathy Dowley and Bill Donahue
A seven member faculty committee
has selected Yasser Alwan, Madeline
Budnick, Mark Gordon and Grantland
Rice as the four finalists in this year's
Watson Fellowship Program. These
seniors, who were chosen from a field
of 18 applicants, hope to receive a
$10,000 fellowship.
As described in a flyer distributed by
the Watson Foundation , the Thomas
J. Watson Fellowship is "designed to
allow graduates of unusual promise to
engage in a year of independent study
and travel abroad following graduation. " Colby is one of 51 institutions
across the United States that chooses
fellows. The Foundation provides a
$10,000 grant to each of its 70 fellows.
Each candidate had to fill out an application and write a three to 10 page
proposal describing a project that he
or she would like to pursue for thc
year. The only qualification regarding
the project is that it be in an area of
special concern or personal commitment to the individual. As thc flyer
describes it , "The project should be
one which may be pursued with great
independence and adaptability. It
should be personally significant , imaginative , and feasible. "
Jim Mcl nty re , this Director of
Career Services and a mem b er o f th c
committee which interviewed thc candidates , stressed that ,it was "the person and the project , not a p ar ti cu l ar
G PA, which was most seriously considered. "
This year 's finalists cadi gave a brief
description of their proposal. Alwan;
a French major , hopes to travel to
Egypt to photograph the effects of

economic development on the lives of from the total of 170 applicants chosen
people in this nation since the 1952 at the schools participating in the Watrevolution. He hopes to show how the son program.
Basset stressed that there is no
traditional way of life has changed.
Budnick, an art major , propses to do guarantee as to how many of Colby's
sketches of sites of Medieval Europe, finalists will be nominated. "It could
especially of medieval sculptures. be as many as all four or as few as
Countries she would like to include in zero," he said. In the past, he said, two
a tour of Europe include France, Nor- or three of Colby 's nominees have
usually received fellowships.
thern Spain, and Northern Italy .
^
The four students will be interview,
has
proGordon , also an art major
posed traveling Europe to study stairs ed by Nancy Beckavac, the Executive
as an "Architectural element and a Director of the Watson Foundation ,
metaphor of people's lives." He hopes who will come to campus on
to study them from an architectural November 13. Also, Colby's selecti on
perspective as to their being functional committee will have lunch with
and as a "symbol" in people's lives. Beckavac on that day.
Basset conceded that, at this lunch ,
He would like to visit England , Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, the committee will aim to lobby in supand Greece t o see t he w id est variety of port of the students it has nominated,
The Committee members are slightly
architectures.
Finally ,Rice , an American Studies app reh ensi ve because Beck avac j ust
maj or , presented his plan to follow ex- began her term as Executive Director
plorer William Spotswood Green this year. They had established a rapthrough the South Pacific, Australia , port with the previous Executive
and New Zealand on a trip that will in- Director.
Thc Watson Foundation will anclude travel through small villages and
mountains. He hopes to use the ex- nounch the 70 students that will receive
plorer and thc experience as topics for fellowsh ips "somet ime in March,"
Basset
said.
poems.
'
Accor d ing to Mclnty re, "the competition (among the applicants) was extremely severe and it was hard to select
Founded in 1877, thc Echo is
only four finalists. "Professor Charlie
published weekly except during
Basset , Colby 's liason off icer to the
vacation and exam period by the
students of Colby College.
Watson Foundation , concurred. "This
All correspondence should be adve
seen
i
n
kids
I'
was the best bunch of
dressed
to thc Editor , Colby Echo,
who
h
as
said
Basset,
years,"
several
Colby College, Waterville , Maine
been involved with thc selection of
04901. Subscriptions arc available at
Wa tson finalists for 13 years.
$12 per school .year,
Basset said that the national officers I . POSTMASTER: Send address
of the Watson Fellowship Program will j changes to Thc Colby Echo, Colby
the ,grant
1 Co-foe. Watervil le, Maine 0490h ,
select 70 students to receive
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Shiloh says peace now 'appropriate in Mid East
"We may .be on the best road to
peace," said Michael Shiloh, the Israeli
Consul for New England , as he spoke
in Lovejoy on October 30. Shiloh
began his lecture by announcing he was
changing the title from "Conflict in the
Middle East" to "Peace in the Middle
East. "
Shiloh said that now is the "most appropriate time for something to happen". He noted that both Premier
Peres and President Reagan are lame

duck leaders which should keep politics
out of the peace process. (Peres will only be Premier eleven months.)
Shiloh also said that the weakened
position of the PLO should help the
peace process . It is essential that the
PLO stay out of all talks and by their
recent series of terrorist acts, they have
put themselves out of the peace process, he said.
Another good sign, Shiloh said, has
been King Hussein's recent visits to the

U.S. Hussein told a group of 128
senators and congressmen that he
wanted peace. The Egyptian president
would also like to have someone else
"join on the peace train ".
Israel, for itsjpart , has also agreed
to some concessions. Although Israel
was initially opposed to having an international umbrella of third parties at
a peace conference, Shiloh said they
are willing to give in on that point.
Palestinians may also now come, so

long as they are not members of the
PLO. According to Shiloh , Peres has
also said the Soviet Union can take part
in the peace negotiations as long as it
does riot cause a problematic
relationship.
In response to a question on Israel's
trade with South Africa , Shiloh said
the issue has been "blown all out of
proportion ". Israel's trade only wakes
up a small percentage of the total
South African trade. "Everybody

Cites administrative honesty as p ositive asp ect of j ob

who s somebody in Israel condemns
apartheid in no uncertain terms,"
Shiloh said.

Israel has a Jewish community in
South Africa which is in danger , Shiloh
noted , so it is not as easy for Israel to
pull out of that action. Furthermore,
he said , Israel brings some black
students to Israel for seminars—a program which has the blessing of Bishop
Tutu and the Zulu leader.

Karas finds coordinator jo b to be 'enj oyable '

by David Scannell

Terming her job as Lovejoy and
Chaplin Commons coordinator "enjoyable," Ellen Karas said, "I've yet
to discover anything I hate about this
job" when*asked what responsibility

' as commons coordinator distressed her
most .
Karas could , however, cite aspects
of her job that were "positive."
"The thing I like best is student contact. They are bright and that makes

Hunger
of money reaching needy Africans," of all the hunger organizations, accor'"
ding to Bell.
Africare has a variety of programs , including "adopt a village." This program allows a group to sponsor one particular village and to follow its progress as a result of support. Bell hopes to sponsor a village in Kenya, where
she will be visiting second semester. In this way, she would be able to visit the
village and report directly back to the Colby community as to how the money
is being used.
The Waterville Soup Kitchen is run by the Sacred Heart Church of Waterville. It is funded primarily by donations from business and other organizations. The kitchen feeds an average of 50 Waterville residents a day and the
number is sometimes as high as 80, according to Bell.
Bell added that there are some Colby students who volunteer at the soup
kitchen.
Bell stated that in choosing these two groups, she hopes to draw attention
to the fact that hunger is a worldwide problem, but it is also a problem that
exists in our own neighborhood. "I wanted to do something for the Waterville
community to make students seem more real to them ," said Bell.
She added that those who managed the soup kitchen were very appreciative
of the effort and were impressed that Colby students were aware of the problems of the less-fortunate. '
Bell has been aided in her efforts by an organization called Hand-to-Hand ,
which is specifically designed to guide those involved in fund-raising for hunger
organizations. The organization is , according to Bell , "mostly a support group
that is there to give advice and encouragement."
Bell hopes to raise at least $1 ,000, which will be equally divided between
Africare and the Waterville Soup Kitchen. Bell stated that $500 would "go a
long way " for the soup kitchen , especially.
Tickets for tonights event can be purchased for $2 at dining halls or at the
door. Any students wishing to help with this , or future events can contact Louisa
Bell at ext. 3050.

Tax
"Those monies were paid by Colby. That' s just where it should be returned," said Cotter, who claimed that many fraternities still owe the college money .
"Some of the fraternities owe Colby; their accounts were deficits ," he said.
Cotter also said that the College is entitled to the money because it owns
the fraternity buildings.
He rejected Superior Court justice David Alexander 's contention that ownership was not in question when Colby and the fraternities were suing Waterville
for back taxes.
"Of course ownership was not raised as an issue. The College and the fraternities brought suit together. This happened before fraternities were abolished, " he said.
According to an article in the Waterville Sentinel , Jeb David , the attorney
for the banned fraternities, claimed that although "fraternities no longer operate
on campus, that does not mean that they would have no use for the money."
Davis, told the Sentinel that fraternities arc still somewhat active , holding
alumni events, conducting mailings, and considering opening off campus houses.
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my job a lot easier," said the recent
graduate of Washington University in
St. Louis.
In addition, Karas said she believes
that Colby students are "lucky'' to be
dealing with an. "open"administration.
"This administration is a lot more
honest with their students than anyone
I've ever seen," she said.
While she felt that most facets of the
job were positive, she also saw certain
'. challenges."
"Students don't seem to get as invoived~with cultural activities, such as
the museum, as they do with social activities." .
"It just seems to me students here
don't take advantage of the opportunities," she said.
She suggested that she understood a
student's need to "blow off" certain
responsibilities with social activities;
however, she stated that "blow offs"
could be a learning experience.
As a "better study break," Karas
suggested that students go to the
museum. "Not only do you blow off
the time , but you also learn

something."
When asked what the commons
coordinator could do to promote
cultural activities, she said , "I try to
encourage the commons councils to put
more emphasis on cultural and educational activities."
She added that both Chaplin and
Lovejoy commons are "culturally
minded. They do see beyond social
life. "
Karas said Colby was "different "
from a large university such as
Washington University.
While there is "more opportunity
for more students" at large institutions, "students have more contact
with the faculty and administration at
Colby."
"(They) can take more of an interest
in each student," she said .
Karas said that she believes that the
commons system will work, but warned people against judging it too soon.
"I think we're still in the learning
stages of the commons system," she
said.
She did say, however, that she sees

more hall unity than commons unity .
"I think it depends on what the commons is doing, but I think we find
more hall identity than commons identity ."
While unity within the commons
system may be lacking, she believes
that the system promotes leaders. She
discarded the notion that it established more leadership positions than the
amount of leaders the campus could
provide.
"Under the system, we want to teach
people to lead. We hope they will grow
in their leadership positions " she said .

Court

However, Cotter asserted that a second provision of the contract, which
pertains to expelled fraternities, gave
Colby the right to ban fraternities if
their presence was contrary to the College's mission.
Because "there is no active
undergraduate (Zeta Psi) chapter" on
campus, he said, the fraternity does not
have the rights it claims under the first
provision of the contract.
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Seeks December 1987 deadline

Bowen introduces compromise to divestment plan
by Rebecca Watts
Tie Board of Trustees voted on October 19 to begin Colby's divestment

in South Africa in May of 1987,
"unless legal apartheid is in the process of being dismantled:.!" This deci-

sion was in opposition to the Colby
faculty's vote of October 9 in favor of
immediate divestment, and has been
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the cause of some conflict.

give the college's financial advisors
"fourteen months of latitude " in
which to plan and complete divestment
procedures. To wait, says the proposal,
"serves only to perpetuate our symbolic and material support for a regime
that is irredeemably and morally
bankrupt. "

Government Professor Roger
Bowen introduced a compromise proposal on divestment at yesterday's
faculty meeting. The proposal, while
"applauding the intent of the resolution' ', states that the faculty would like
the Trustees "to take decisive action in
favor of immediate divestment...to be
concluded no later than 31 December
1986."

A compromise, Bowen hopes, would
not alienate the more conservative
members of the Colby community
while sympathizing with his view that
"change is happening, and .we should
not be following it, but moving along
side with it."

Bowen stressed that, although the
proposal, like the vote of October 9,
urges immediate divestment, it does
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Construction delays

Do tests make the grade?

Most students returned to Colby this fall to find that the campus ' appearance had changed dramatically.
The new student center was nearing completion , the offices
of the Echo and WMHB were in the process of being-moved
from Roberts Union 's third floor to the basement to make
room for the psychology department , and various administrators had their offices moved or renovated in Eustis and
Lovejoy.
In addition , a great number of lounges and living spaces in
certain residence halls were modernized.
While the administration should be commended for seeking
to improve working and living conditions for members of the
college community, it should be resoundingly criticized for expecting Alan Lewis and his men from the department of
physical plant to complete all renovations before the beginning of school in September, as had been promised.
Despite their Herculean efforts, Lewis and his men were
unable to complete their appointed duties because the administration had bitten off more than physical plant could
chew.
And what has been the result of the administration 's illadvised decision to overwork Lewis and his men? First of all ,
physical plant employees are understandably tired after the long
summer hours of work; and , secondly, construction delays
caused by an over-extension of employees have kept WMHB
off the air. In addition , the delays also kept the Echo 's firs t
two issues from going to press.
So, although some may find it easy to point fingers at Lewis
and his crew (perhaps that is the way the administration wanted
it), the blame for not having all the construction work completed as scheduled rests on the shoulders of the administration.

John Beaudoin
The subject of this column is testtaking. Probably everybody who reads
this article has taken several tests in the
last two weeks. My question is,
"Why?" If we examine the purpose of
tests, some serious doubts should arise
about what they tell us, our professors ,
and our future employers.
Let's try to come to some consensus
about the purpose of a test, any test.
It will be easy to come to a consensus,
seeing as how nobody is looking over
my shoulder as I write this. It appears
that exams, quizzes, and tests attempt
to quantify the amount of knowledge
ascertained by a student through the
various methods employed by an instructor in a given course. This
knowledge "infusion " may come from
lectures , readings , lab work , or
research papers.
Let 's set it up as an equation , which
is, I think , the underlying assumption
of exams . That is, a score of 100 seems
to mean that'the student has the best
grasp possible on the subject material.
Thus , a student 's knowledge is
equivalent to the amount of knowledge
he has acquired due to the class he is
"*

Wp .ndv Laoham

Real life prospects terrify

It 's starting to happen , and I'm
beginning to become terrified. I am a
senior in college. I am a senior in college. I am a senior iri college. I will
graduate in May.I will graduate in
May. I have to look for a job. I have
to look for a job. I am an English majo r. I am an English major.
My life becomes a television sitcom.
Along the bottom of the screen runs
(
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Emergency Broadcast System for me
to tune into. There is only me, up there
on the screen, going through my usual
daily routine never realizing that a state
of personal emergency is being
simulcast continuously over the bottom
of my life.
I begin to have nightmares. 1 see
myself going into Career Services. I see
the people who work there nudge each
other , point at me, and laugh out loud.
I see my resume, larger than life.
Under "previous work experiences" it
reads:
-Lifeguard
-Hot dog vendor
-Barmaid
I dream I become a "Freelance
Writer. " I get a job writing catalogue
descriptions for Land's End. I get a job
as secretary for a cult of satanic devilworshippers in Des Moines. I get a job
writing Ed McMahon's jokes for "Star
Search." I get a job writing fake
"Forum " letters for "Penthouse. " I
live below the subsistence level.
The dreams continue night after
night. In one, I write a novel called
"The Weigh Station. " The main
paRC 6

one of those moving announcements
like when there is a storm watch in effect. It says, over and over—
This...woman...is...a...senior.,.in...college...she...will...graduate...in.
..May...She...must...look...for...a.,
.job. ..This.. .woman.. .is.. .a.. .senior...in...college...etc., etc., etc. But there
is no emergency shelter to go to, no
National Guard to protect me, no
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taking. But, are tests accurate measures
of the relationship between what is
learned and what should have been
learned? I would argue they are not.
There are several other variables
which must be added to the above ideal
equation (ideal conditions are never
found , or so I learned in high school
chemistry). First , the obvious
variables. Is the student a good testtaker? This seems impossible to ascertain , because the question naturally
arises, "How do you test for this?"
In actuality, it is easy to discover
whether ofnot a student is adept at
taking exams-compare it with grades
received for papers, presentations, and
general class participation. A second
general variable is how accurately does
the test cover the course material? Does
the exam cover all the material , or just
a random sample of the material? How
random is the material on the test?
There are many biases which may work
their way into exams.
Finally, one must consider all the environmental factors under which the
exam was taken—and this is admittedly impossible.
But even more important than the
above general variables are the more
pertinent questions that follow. "Does
the exam reflect the ability of the student, or the ability of the instructor?"
I don 't care how many professors start
their courses by saying, "I can't teach
you anything, you have to learn on
your own." That 's baloney-thebetter
the instructor, the better my opportunity to learn about the subject. If my instructor doesn't have a firm grasp of

the subject matenal, it will be difficult
for me to get a handle on it.
''Do exams show how much a student has learned, or rather, does it
show how well he has measured up to
the professor?" Often times, students
are able to get a good idea of what the
professor wants to see on the exam. A
friend of mine took a course that I
have this year. His advice to me before
taking the first exam— "Just make sure
you include the key words in your
answers." These key words often came
up during the professor 's lectures.
There are two conclusions to be drawn
from this example: [1] Professors have
already made certain expectations prior
to the exam, and answers which deviate
from the expectations, regardless of
merit , are simply incorrect; and [2]
Students don 't necessarily grasp the
main ideas of a subject , but rather the
personal nuances and prejudices of a
professor , who rewards and punishes
accordingly .
This is not to say that all of these
variables operate at a conscious levelI believe professors intend to be fair
when administering exams. But I
would also argue that despite the best
of intentions, biases will always exist
in exams, and that certain individuals
will benefit from these exams, and
others will suffer the consequences.
Before I finish up, it is important to
note that exams, tests, and quizzes all
take place under negative conditionsat least from the point of view of the
student. The idea of a test necessarily
implies a doubt of ability. In an institution which espouses the higher ideals
page 6

Ads not to blame
Mark Viden
Advertising is , at fault , explained
Jean Kilbourne in a lecture on alcohol
at Colby. She stated that ads force images on people that they are compelled to imitate. The American public
doesn't really want to drink , but it feels
it must. Why? Because advertising tells
them to.
Within the past 10 years , it has
become commonplace to denounce ads
as detrimental to society. The critics
charge that this medium creates a
materialistic world in which people are
pawns to the producers ' wills . This talk
is trash ,
Advertising is not the creater of our
world , but the mirror of it. Society
wants , even expects , models to be

good-looking on television. Can you
imagine an obese woman extolling the
virtues of Lean Cuisine? The public
would not buy it. We live in a society
that wants images to be maintained. A
successful ad is one which does not
destroy these myths.
Thus , when Kilbourne complains
that advertisements are creating problems with alcohol , she is attacking the
wrong source. The problem lies not
with commercials, but with the general
attitude of society as a whole. If this
attitude were to change , it is a
guarantee that advertising would
follow suit.
Commercials do present the perfect
world where all its inhabitant s never
worry about body odor because they
use Right Guard. But this allusion , like
Pace 6
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<s cs n-fT n /^ ri'@Next time can we rent a slamming box and bring the
corn cob pipe to Berry's country store? !Pitty peez
To the Herbovire in first floor ChaplinLoose lips sink ships and many other things.
Ou est I'autobus???
¦
I think it's heading down 173 SUD or was it 173
NORD???? Don't be asking me!

Help Wanted
A position is available for a BOOKKEEPER 2-3 hours
per week at the Echo. Will arrange hours to your convenience. Call Bill at x3349or 872-8067.

¦
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Having the fewest wants,I am nearest .to the gods.
Socrates. Think about it, Colby.

Announ cements

Happy Birthday, Laura, Lisa and Jess !
Clueless, Dazed, PDQ—What is happening to me?
I'm so confused.
The CO.
•
John
.
-Yum-Thanks for the Bailey's and a fun time sat.
' -Sue

The National Endowment for |he Humanities IS sponsoring a nationwide competition for high school and
college students to conduct research and writing projects on the U.S. Constitution. The deadline for submission of applications is December 15; award recipients are expected to work on their projects full-time
for nine weeks next summer. The stipend for college
students is $1,800. For detailssee Mrs. Kiralis.Eustis
307.
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ATTENTION!
Melissa Brown and Meredith Magie have been awarded All-State honors in Field hockey!
—VinnieYou All-State field hockey goddess you!
Congratulations!'!
-R.O.Y.
Dr. Ruth
Really, I don't think you have a disease-can I please
have a cigarette? And you don't scratch, either. (Not
that I've noticed, anyway.)
Box 1644Omnia vincit amor: et nos cedameos amori.

Physical education proficiency tests Will be offered
in the following sports starting November 12: Badminton, golf,racquetball, riding, squash,swimming,
tennis, and volleyball. Students may receive one
semester 's waiver of the physical education graduation requirement for each sport test passed. For information on test dates and t imes,and to register for
the tests, call Glenna Michaud at X3371,

Personals

To my LMHB:
Cast any light on the lovelife lately? Leave me a note.
YLMHB
Professor. What's better than roses on a piano?
To that third floo r quad:
Please ask the voracious black hole lo stop eating
my jewelry.
Couldn't you feed it some dried anchovies lately?
Greg CroninHave you ever gotten a classified before? You're a
great roommate, glad you're feeling better..

MandideAren't you glad you didn't ask him to dance? Whoever
would have thought he went to Colby?
"
To soaking wet in D.CHere's to the weekend and concerts in Rochester.
SlezboDid that cheese taste bette r going down or coming
up? Yummy! Should we rent out a team of
bloodhounds next time you get drunk?

THE FAMILY
#TT_I
g THfr PLA NNING CENTER

&T~ I S_l Reproductiv e health care , VD
^RmmmmmmW
screening , contraception

,

pregnancy testing

101Water St., Waterville , 873-2122
Convenien t
Reason ably priced
Ev ening hours
Single and married women and men are welcome.
.

LucWhen's our next drunken night or our next gossip session? I miss your notes every day too!
•Suer
___
.
*_ .
To my Loonie Roomies:
Thanks for the wonderful birthday in Quebec CityWhat a blast!!!
Petuns
DithCongratulations for All-State field hockey honorsWhen do we celebrate???
-Cindy Brady

SullyGood luck vs. Bowdoin! Have fun out there!.
- '
the Foss Poster
Dear Scoop,
Excuse me for intruding. Keys??? Where are they
when you need them? As Irecall,a fire escape DOOR
was my next stop.
Apologetically yours.
.
A midnight prowler.
CecYou're the best! I miss you!
Sue

of man, doubt is simply not the correct circumstance under which to correlate a person 's gained knowledge
with that of his peers. On the other
hand , papers allow much more
freedom to the student to pursue
aspects of a subject which interests
him, and operate on an assumption by

the professor- that his students have a
grasp on the subject. Papers and essays
remove most environmental factors
which influence test taking, and also
remove the biases of the professor (except when it comes to grading). It does,
on the other hand , favor people who
tend to express themselves better.

Beaudoin

C L_->

character is a trucker who spends his
whole life looking for an open weigh
station on our nation 's highways. He
hears about one in Toledo, but before
he gets there he is stopped by the Ohio
"State Police and thrown in jail for not
following correct hauling procedures.
His truck is far too heavy. It is an
ultimately ironic story. It is also
ultimately symbolic. The nation's
highways are the highways of life. The
trucker is every man. The load in the
truck is the burden of human existence.
The jail scenes are very sad.
I send my novel to a publisher. They
send me a note back. It says: "Move
to New Zealand and become a
shepherdess." I wake up in a cold
sweat.
My parents begin to notice a change
in me. I jump when they mention
graduation. I flinch when they ask
about whether I've thought about next
year. I notice that they mention and
ask about these things all the time. I
imagine my parents holding secret
summit meetings at home, where they

* «%
I

18 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILLE . ME.

873-5939
Appointment s Recommended
: :
:
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Enlin, le travail est bien passe
Tu sais fclen qu'il faul feter
II y a un bougie a allumer
Et memedes glacons a mastiquer!
NO ONE Is more fun lhan you! But Kathy, is that a
hickey on your eye?
;

There are no easy answers when it
comes to equating a person 's
knowledge with what he "should have
learned , " but it is obvious that testing
is not the best, nor the most desirable
from a student 's point of view. And
when it comes' right down to it, education is for the student.

discuss specific types of mental
sabotage.
"Do you think she 's having
nightmares, yet, Liz?'' my father asks
my mother. •
"Hopefully they'll start after last
night's phone call, if everything goes
according to plan," my mother says.
"Did we mention the part about the
individual health insurance? "
"Yes. It's right here on the list after
"Interrogate Wendy about deadlines."
It works. I begin to scratch the surface of possible job opportunities. I
revise my resume. Under "previous

work experience" it now reads:
-Aquatic Safety Specialist
-Independent Frankfurter Retailer
-Professional Beverage Mixotologist
I look for a teaching job. I will liveJHSt
above the subsistence level. I will
shape young minds. I will shape young
minds in Des Moines or Toledo or New
Zealand. I look forward to graduation.
I will buy my own health insurance
policy. I will meet my deadlines. I will
please my parents.
The,., hurricane. , .watch.'..is... no...
longer... in...effect...This... is...
only., .a...test .

Telecast
dall.The meeting will be moderated by
Modeling Carter, former spokesperson
for the United States Department of
State. Senator Gore is a leading advocate of arms control. Professor
Bracken is the author of the widely acclaimed "Command and Control of
Nuclear Forces," and Professor Ken-

dall is the co-author of "The Fallacy
of Star Wars" and other books.
Following the teleconference a
discussion will be led by Professor
Charles Hauss of Colby and Gene and
Donna Richeson , Northeast Directors
of the Beyond War movement.

Viden
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You're the cutest little boys lo tuck in (always so wellbehaved) and I love having you as neighbors.
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television itself , is to be expected by the
viewers. If there is someone who actually believes that his life is going to
change because he drinks Heineken
over Busch, then he is a fool. Ads are
clammering for space to get their individual product sold (as in Heineken),
not to promote drinking as a whole.
Finally, it should be noted that the
entire concept of subliminal advertising should be taken with a grain of salt.
While some people see sex in every ice
cube they view , the reality of the matter is that subliminal ads are virtually
non-existent. David Ogilvy, in his
novel, "Ogilvy on Advertising," said
that his firm (one of the largest in the
world) would never use this type of
advertising for the simple reason that

Yianni's Pizza & Seafood
|(| $b\
• TBH gB
We Delive r
Call 873-2593 ^jj Mm

it doesn 't sell. What does sell , he explains, is a commercial which "captures the essence of humanity. " In
other words, it captures what people
want to see.
What is needed is better education
about the dangers of alcohol , rather
than about the dangers of advertising.
It is time that people stop using this
medium as a scapegoat and start dealing with the issues head on.
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• Cheese
Onion
Pepper
CWPepper
Mushroom
Creak Olive
Salami
Anchovle
X-Cheese

SM.

LG.

2,10
2.60
2.60
2.57
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
.75

4.25 ,
4.95 '
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95
1.25
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Bacon •
2.75
2.75
Pepperonl
2.75
Ham
2,75
Meatball
Sausage
2.75
2 Way
3.50
,3 Way
4.00
4 Way
4.50
Yianni's Speclal4.95
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4.95
4.95
4.95
4,95
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5,95 "
6.50
6.95
7,95
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Auto Body Shop
Allen Street , Waterville
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The mystery of winemaking comes to Colbv

toy Joyce Seymour
Last time you popped the cork off
a bottle of wine, did you wonder how
it got from the grape stage to being the
drink of Bacchus? Wine and the
science of winemaking need not be a
mysterious knowledge possessed only
by a few rich connoisseurs.
In fact , anyone can learn to
distinguish good wines, learn where to
buy them .inexpensively, and make
himself appear as sophisticated as the
next person. At least, that is what
Father ' Paul Cote's Jan Plan course,
"Wine Country," is designed to show;
by bringing the myste'ry out of the wine
knowledge and replacing.it with an appreciation of the various kinds of wire.
The course was initiated by Karl
Ruping '86, who became interested in
wine during his study in Europe last
year, and suggested the course to
Fr.Cote.
Students will be taught everything
from how and where to buy good wine,
how to appreciate good wine, how
wine is made and the geography of
various countries where famous wines
are made.
That last time you enj oyed a good
bottle of wine you probably never considered the intricacies of oenology, the
study of the process of . converting
grapes to wine. This will be the focus
of the first part of the course. Dr.
Frank Fekete of the biology department, whose hobby is winemaking and
brewing homemade beer, will speak on
the chemical processes involved.

Viniculture, the growing of grapes around Waterville, but they'll have to
to be used in wine will also be studied. hunt them out themselves ," he
"A good wine is a conspiracy between assumed.
the right soil and the right exposure,"
Wine economics is probably the
said Fr. Cote, adding that warm nights most practical part of the course. "You
and cool days are ideal for grape could buy the right bottle of wine for
cultivating '.
$45 and sell it for $90 in fiv e years,"
The grapes themselves, which he remarked , citing a recent article of
sacrifice their lives for the sake of a the NY Times that said a 1786 bottle
romantic dinner for two, will be the of Bordeaux wine sold for 10,000
focus of the next part of the course. pounds at a recent auction in London.
Particularly, the California varietals, This is reportedly the oldest wine with
wines made from a single grape, will an authentic date that has been
be explored. Among these are the discovered , and an example of how
Chardonnay grape, used in cham- lucrative investing in wine can be.
pagne, and the famous red Cabernet
Fr. Cote will be drawing upon extenSauvignon grape.
sive experience in wines and wine
In addition , three famous wines and tasting as he begins this course in
wine regions will then be explored; January. During his four years of
students will report on Germany (the education in Europe, he learned a great
Rhine wines), Italy (wines of Veneto), deal about Italian wines. However, his
and France (the Bourdeaux wines). "I summers in Paris taught him what
expect to learn a lot, too, especially would become his area of expertise: the
about the German wines which I don 't French Bordeaux wines. "I gained a lot
know a lot about," explained Fr. Cote. of practical experience, reading and exAccording to Fr. Cote, every perimenting with various wines in
Wednesday there will be a wine prac- France," he explained.
ticum, where students will get a chance
Last summer, Cote gained another
to "see, smell, and taste the dif- valuable experi ence, as a house guest
ference. " He added , "We exercise our of John Siletto, an '85 graduate.
senses of taste and smell when we taste John 's father , president of Almaden
wine, just as we exercise our hearing wines, invited Cote to taste the '81, '82,
by listening to music,''explaining how '83, and '84 batches of Cabernet
learning about wines involves a refine- Sauvignon. "It was very exciting, the
ment of the senses.
last three were still in the vats with their
In order to hold these pratica, wine impurities. They hadn 't even been ofmust be bought, and Fr. Cote is put- ficially tasted yet."
ting the students in charge. "I'll give
For those who aren't taking "Wine
them hints of where to find good buys Country " this January, but are in-

'Habakk uk ' Provocative
by Elaine Kingsbury
For weeks, posters all over campus
prophesied the coming of "Habakkuk" to Colby, and the question on
everyone's mind was "What exactly is
Habakkuk? " To those who made the
effort to find out, the answer was surprising and provoked some
soul-searching.
"Habakkuk" is a fully automated ,
multi-image show that was sponsored
here last week by the Colby chapter of
the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
By using over 3000 images , which are
displayed by twenty-four slide projec tors, and through the use of a three
channel soundtrack, the story of
Habakkuk and its relation to our lives
today are related to the audience.
"Habakkuk," whose account is told
in the Bible, was a prophet who lived
2600 years ago. He lived in Juday, an
area torn apart by a vicious war between the Egyptians and Chaldeans.
The society at this time was very
violen t, immora l, and unjust. Habakkuk , d ist ressed ab ou t t he cvilness of
this society, calls out to God, "How
long, O Lord? I cry for help, but you

Review

do not listen! I C17 °ut to y°u
'violence,' but you do not intervene.
Why do you let me see ruin?'* (Hab.
1:2,3)
.God's response to Habakkuk's pleas
is not what he expects. God says that
he has developed built-in justice into
the system. That is, eventually, all of
the wicked, of whom he gives examples, will get their punishment, and
the just will be brought salvation. God
then gives the promise of Jesus Christ
to carry out this jud gement. God also
calls Habakkuk, and everyone, to live
by faith and to use him as their
strength.
Twentyonehundred Productions,
which • spent six years developing
a con"Habakkuk" tells this story in
1
all
can
way
in
order
that
temporary
that
God
really
is
message
relate to its
watching
to
see
who
out there and is
is unrighteous. Flashed on the 50-foot
screen are pictures of today's society,
while along with modern music, a
voice-over explains how God warns us
not to get caught up in the world so
much that we become part of the unjust who will be punished. For exampace 8

Orche str al Success

Th e p remier per formance of the
Colby Community Orchestra on Suraday night proved the professionalism
of its members. The choice of works
combined difficulty of execution witti
variety to interest the novice and more
experienced conccrtgoer,

Diane Smith
Beginning with Efga r's "Enigma

Variations " which contains 14 varia-

tions followed by Bach's 7 "Roumanian Folk Dances" of a completely different , more rustic feel. This variation
was even more obvious in the last
work , the "Concertstruck" b}
SchumaniV ¦knfo .W h: fpr .jtsilnpfe fllblj.

difficult french horn solos melded
gracefully with strings.
The Symphony 's sixt y-five
memb ers , Led by conductor Jonathan
Hallst rom comp ose t he only fu ll scale
college^symphony in Maine. Twenty
Colby students and a number of faculty and staff are joined by professionals
from symphonies in both Maine and
Massachusetts. The four soloists who
proficiently tackled the Schumann arc
members of symphonies in Bangor and
Portland (is well as smaller ensembles
in Central Maine. It should be noted
that none of the students is a professional musician although several have
attended conservatory. Colby Is considered fortunate to count musicians of
such caliber among its members allowing concerts such as this.

Announcement

The PEQUOD, Colby's literary
magazine, will sponsor a poetry and
short story reading in the coffeehouse
this Sunday night , November 10, at 8
PM.
Faculty member Robert Farnsworth
and senior scholars Wendy Lapham
and Grant Rice will be reading from
their work. Student artwork will also

review

Father Paul Cote and Doe
terested in learning more about
wines .Fr. Cote highly recommended
the text he will be using, Hugh
Johnson 's "Modern Wine Encyclopedia , " 1983 , Simon and
Schuster. This will be available in the
bookstore.
You never know when that extra bit
of knowledge may come in handy. Fr.
Cote mentioned a few examples where
students he had known were asked dur-

Gail Ghckma n
"Cantos" are the works of art he
creates by transforming birdsong into
visual imagery. Craig has always felt
a close affinity to animals and became
intrigued with trying to represent
visually the sounds which they produce, he said.
This complex computer process involves setting up a digital encoding
system which accounts for color , tex t ure , line, light , shade, and physical
depth (3-D).
Sounds by their very nature are twodimensional, thus representing them in
a three-dimensional world proves difficult, he said.

Stu^A Films

'Witne ss'

W itness
Peter Weir, director of "Gallipoli."

brings another great film to the screen
in "Witness. *'
Harrison Ford is at his best, playing the hard-nosed detective, John
Block. Block takes refu ge with an
Artiish family after fleeing his corrupt
police force, The contrasts of the
An.ish ways and detective Block's sarcasm makes for some very amusing
situations. This is a warm-hearted film
with superb acting. "Witness" is easily one of the best movies of 1985 and
will be shown Friday and Saturday at
7 and 9:15 p.m. ,p ;, , ,, , , ., . .' ,/, , ' , , ' ,

Besides being useful , the course may
be a good way to leave the bleak cold
of Maylfower Hill this January,
journeying to the warm , sunny
vineyards of France, at least in spirit.

D rama p review
be on display.
The event is the first of a series to
be sponsored by the PEQUOD. Upcoming readings include another
student-faculty reading, a night with
Ira Sadoff, and an open reading for the
Colby community. All are invited to
attend and refreshments will be
available.

P_

'Lysistrata '

¦

Can tos ar e scientifi c

Leonard Craig, artist and chairperson of the visual studies department at
Unity College in Maine, spoke .in Given
Auditorium on his "Cantos. "

ing dinner interviews to choose the
wine. "Also," he added, "when you
go out to dinner it 's nice to be aware
of the subtle differences between
wines, and know what goes well with
each entree."

Color is important to Craig s "Cantos," color which the artist has
translated into a language with a shape.
The artist seeks to explore all color
possibilities because of their relationship to the birds whose songs he paints.
"Why are birds colored?" asked
Craig.

Perhaps , he answered , "it has
something to do with a language," the
very language which he paints in his
"Cantos" compositions.
This language is not one made up of
individual sounds but rather one quite
melodi ous an d h armon izin g, song-like
as his title for them implies.
Craig's works, although visually
quite pleasing, lacked feeling. His
abstractions retained a clinical quality
which seemed inappropriate for the
nature of the material he was presenting. The artist 's approach was scientific rather than naturalistic ;He carefully systernitized each bird song before he reproduced it in his canvases. Birds and especially their songs
are my ster i ous , sometimes elusive ,
The audio-visual portion ot Craig's
lecture , in whic h h e in t roduce d hi s
"Cantos", proved most interesting.
Crai g chose music by Pau l Winter t o
accompany the slide show.
Th e mus ic, and the works of art
themselves, perfectly suited the dissolve
format which the artist employed. One
concrete image would slowly d i ssolve
into ano t her as Crai g 's "Cantos"were
interspersed with photographs of
nature. The slide show was interesting
in that it seemed to express the artistic
sentiment which was lacking in the
canvases ,, , ,. p
.. . : . ' . .

The Preforming Arts Program of
Colby College will be staging
"Lysistrata ," by Greek comic
playwrite Aristophanes, one of the
oldest comedies in the world, in a contemporary translation/adaption. The
production will be staged November
7,8,9,15, and 16.
"Few productions at Colby have
been such true collaborations " says
stage director Richard Sewell. Tina
Wentzel (dance instructor) has worked on the movement, with former student and current guest Heidi Henderson; the fire-escape-and-storefront set
by Jeff O'Brien (student) emerged out
of Professor Stephen Woody's design
class; student Dout Chilson is designing the rock/punk sound track and the
Program 's newest member, Professor
Eric Binnie, is designing the costuming. Lighting will be by Assistant Tech
Director Grace Gavin. The dialogue is
being developed during the rehersal
orocess for three different translations
_n a quest for the liveliest and funniest
versions.
"Lysistrata" is a high-spirited account of a sex-strike by the women of
Greece to end a long, futi le war. Written during an escalating conflict between f ree, affluent and chaotic Athens
and defensive, communa l Spar t a , the
play makes startlingly modern comments on military spending, women 's
rights, nationalism and sexual politics.
Ar ist ophanes was of th e At hen ian
Peace Par ty , arid though the means of
achieving peace he proposes through
"Lysistrata" may be preposterous, the
goal is earnest. The play has been
famous since it was wri tt en , but seldom
produced in English until recently,
because of its outrageous , sla p st ick
frankness.
Stephanie Lowe plays the title part.
Patricia McClelland, Alison Pick , Andrew Smith , and William Spears arc
among the other Colby students with
principle roles in this production.
All performances arc at 8 p.m. in the
Strider theater on the Colby campus.
For reservations call 873-1131 , ext.
2388, weekdays between 10 and 12
a.m. only.

Newman , Thompson conquer Boston audience
by Mike Bowlds
Richard Thompson and Randy
Newman conquered the Berklee Performance Center in Boston with two
shows Friday, October 18. In terms of
songwriting and musical talent, one

moving into heavier material like
"Christmas in Capetow n" and
"Reason To Live." Of course he
played the classic song that shouldn 't
be taken at face value, "I LoveL.A.",
but the real highlights came with "My
Life Is Good,"a bitter joke about how
great it must be to be a rich, famous,

DAWS BAEB1RB10F •

Tues-Fri :7:30 - 5:00
Sat : 7:30 - 1:00
873-1010
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ease with folk standards on "Old though , share a similar lyrical
Fashioned Flogging Reel," an Irish jig philosophy and the same satiric sense
from his instrumental "Strict Tempo!" of humor.
album, then in "Valerie" satirized thei
Newman received a warm welcome
shopping-mall mentality, joking "I'll from the enthusiastic crowd, for whom
get my revenge when I hear this on the he played the early ironic hits "BirmMuzak, twenty years from now." ingham" and "Short People" before
Thompson brought the concert to a would have to call Thompson more of
triumphant
close
with
a a true artist , a title to which Newman
characteristically rousing yet chilling makes no claims. ("Real musicians
version of "Shoot Out the Lights." know how hard it is to play this simply," he cracked during a muffed solo,
and introduced "The Girls in My Life,
'
COLBY PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAM
. ; Vol. 1" with "Schubert wishes he
write shit like this!"). Both men,
DOES ARISTOPHANES' SANE CRAZINESS
; could
egotistical rock star, and "Political
NOVEMBER 7,8,9,15,16 at 8:00 p.m.
: Science (Let's Drop the Big One
at STRIDER THEATER, COLBY CAMPUS
; Now)."
Students: $2.00; others: $3.00
; Thompson's set was a perfect definition of catharsis: He joked incessantly
between songs, even throwing a casual
reading of "Move It On Over" ("well,
even George Thorogood does this one,
so... "). His music, however, brings out
his deep pain and frustration; every
song from the new album deals with
his recent divorce and he played over
half of them: "Ghosts in the Wind ,"
"Love in a Faithless Country" and
"She Twists the Knife Again" were
standouts. He played no songs from
his albums with Fairport Convention,
England 's premier crossover folk '
group, or with his former wife Linda,
but on|y from his last three solo
albums. With his voice backed only by

his one acoustic guitar, it was a true
solo performance.
Thompson
Throughout ,
demonstrated that he is easily one of
the best guitarists in the world. He
seems able to get any sound out of a
guitar with minimal effort , and relies
on pure skill rather than on
technological effects like a Robert
Fripp or Adrian Belew. He showed his
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Habakkuk
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pie, to illustrate the dangers of advancing oneself unethically, (".Woe to him
who pursues evil gain for his
household,"[Hab. 2:9]), pictures of
Richard Nixon are offered as well as
the continuing imagery of a .sugar castle being constructed'and then crumbling when "the rains" come.
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Gridsters to seek
season 's first win
by Denis Foley
The Colby white mule football team
winds up its season this Saturday
against the Bowdoin polar bears.
Although the mules enter the game
winless, the contest promises to be exciting, as it will be played before a
massive homecoming crowd. A Colby
victory would give them a tie for the
conference
coveted
CBB
championship.
Last Saturday, the gridsters took one

on the chin against a fired up Tufts
Jumbos team that improved its record
to 3-3-1 after the 41-0 romp. Jumbo
fullback Steve El-Masry ran for two
touchdowns and Kicker Paul Medeiros
booted two fieldgoals to go along with
his five conversion kicks. Other Tufts
scores were turn ed in by Carl Morton
on a 16-yard pass from Frank Getman,
Glenn Kock on a 16-yard run , and Tim
Rodgers on a 43-yard reception.
Colby did manage to mount one

drive to the Tufts' one yard line in the
second quarter , but was stopped on
four tries by a jumbo defense that has
been unscored upon for ten consecutive
quarters .
Colby, 0-7, faces 4-3 Bowdoin , a
team that beat Bates last week and
needs only this victory to capture its second straight CBB title. The Mules
hope to play the role of spoiler in the
last game of what has been a very
disappointing season.

by Rick Hastings
The Colby Field Hockey team looks
to the future with optimism, due to
their, strong performance in the second
half of this season, which ended recently witn a game against Bowdoin.
The ladies played a "super game,"
according to Coach Debbie Pluck. The
Polar Bears went into the contest with
an 8-2-1 record, and are now bound for
post-season play. Colby gave their
hosts all they could handle, however,
as they were just edged 3-2.
Linda Woodhull and Kim Morrison
struck three minutes apart for Bow-

doin, early in the game. Colby s Karen
Czuchry answered to cut the lead in
half.
Morrison scored once again for
Bowdoin, at the seven minute mark of
the second half, to supply her team
with a 3-1 lead. Colby would not quit,
though, as Meredith Magie zeroed in
to tighten matters once more. The
game was a stalemate for the last 33
minutes, and Bowdoin escaped with
the narrow victory.
Bowdoin outshot Colby 20-13.
Hillary Seward recorded a dozen saves
for the Mules.

Coach Pluck cited Melissa Brown,
Joanne Lomar, and Czuchry for their
outstanding performances against their
hated rivals.

Field hockey ends season

Joe Beale cruises towards a strong performance in the state
championships. The men's cross country team looks to finish among
the top three in next weeks New England Division 111Championships.

Squad chalks up 11 wins

Soccer edged by UMO
The Colby Men 's Soccer team ended its season last week on a heartbreaking note. The Mules traveled to
Orono and lost a double overtime decision to the powerful Black Bears. It
was the tenth win in fifteen tries for nationally ranked UMO. The game
epitomized Colby 's season—they just
missed.
After a scoreless first half , Maine
took the lead on a goal by Peter
Bouchard at the 22:01 mark' of the second half. •
Mark Burke scored the final goal of

his All American career to tie the score
ten minutes later. Charlie McHugo
assisted on the play.
Neither team was able to put the ball
in the net during the firs t ten minute
extra session, but John Tierney won
the game for UMO at the 9:35 mark
of the second.
Colby could only manage three shots
against the tough Bear defense. Maine
had 24 shots at Colby netminder Jeff
King, who saved 13.

The coach said, "We didn 't expect
this to be a rebuilding season,but I'm
very pleased with our performance in
the second half of the year. It was unfortunate that it took us that long to
get going."The team ended its season
with a 2-10 record .
Team individual awards will be announcednext week at the Field Hockey
break-up banquet.

JY soccer finishes und efeated
by Rick Hastings
The Men 's J.V. Soccer team concluded its season last Saturday with a
big win over the I-PLAY all stars, in
a hotly contested battle for non-varsity
supremacy. The victory left the future
stars with a sparkling 11-0-2 seasonal
slate.
Special Echo correspondent , and ,
coincidentally, J.V, playerGarret Hinnebauch graciously volunteered to provide the details of the contest. Any
points of inaccuracy therefore should
be taken up with him.
The match was tied after regulation
play, and the outcome was decided by
a series of penalty kicks. Scott Harvey

eventually bounced in the winning goal
for the J.V. 's. The following kick by
the all stars was deflected wide by
goalie Chris Preston , ^nd the celebration began. The final score of the game
is unclear , as Hinnebauch points out
"...I don 't know how we worked
that. " Rest assured, however, that the
J.V. 'ers won.
The previous Colby game, versus
Bridgton Academy, resulted in a 3-0
win for the good guys. Halbert Crimmel, Don Darby, and Kevin Plummer
scored for the Mules. Colby played the
game with only ten players, as Hinnebauch was given a red card and
ejected early on. He relates his version

of the story as such: "I had the ball
and I was going to fake this Bridgton
guy out of his jock when he took a running start at me and hit me with his
knee up and took me out of the play,
with ;no regard for the ball. So I hit
him." It is important to note that Hinnebauch's attitude is not necessarily
representative of all Colby player 's
attitudes.
"Bill the Cat Kinney and Chris
Preston were outstanding in goal all
year, only allowing five goals against
and chalking up eight shutouts ," said
Hinnebauch. Only Bowdoin and
Thomas managed to score on the
Mules.

Serdj enian labels soccer season near miss
by Coach Mark Serdjenian
Men 's soccer finished at 7-6-1 , the team 's seventh winning season in the
past eight. Though falling short of the "dream season ," the team played
excellent soccer throughout the fall , with many exciting games and outstanding individual accomplishments. A capsule look at the season follows:

University of Southern Maine—Great character shown in coming back from
a 2-0 deficit to win 3-2. With two minutes left and the score tied , the USM
keeper drop-kicked the ball into his fullback' s unsuspecting rump from close
range. Mark Burke, hearing an unusual thump, turned in curiosity and knock ed in the winning goal. Summary: Most fortuitous.

Norwich and Middlebury—The Mules kicked Norwich 4-1 and trimmed Middlebury 3-2 (this has been the Panthers' only loss of the season). Mark Burke
scored 5 goals and All New England sweeper Torgny Andersson broke his
leg. Summary : We LOVERMONT indeed , but we'll miss the Swede.

Connecticut College—What a freaking game for Parents ' Weekend ! The
Mules beat the 19th-ranked team in the nation 4-2 in overtime before a huge
crowd, Freshman sweeper Kari Kontu broke his leg. Summary : A great win
bxit we'll miss the Finn.

Bowdoin—The evil Polar Bears I , Colby 0 in ovcrl * -- e. Summary:
Catastrophic result,

Husson—8-0 shutout of the young Braves. Summary: Self-explanatory ,

Babson—Mule hooters tied Babo I-I in a thrilling overtime match, Summary: Big boast. First time wc haven 't lost to the Beavers in ten years.

MIT—Engi neers 2, Mules 1 in overtime. Very sad as we'd battled back to
tie. Summary: Disappointing to have our perpendicul ars bisected in front
of such a wonderful semester-break contingent of Colby students , alums ,
and families,

U Maine Forminslon—Oh , no. UMF I , Colby 0. Summary: Oh , no.
Tuf ts—Grca l charact er shown in coming back from 2-0 deficii to win 3-2
on Burke 's second half- hat trick . Summary:. Thc All American proved it!

Bates—Sinister Bobcats 1, Heartbreak Kids 0. Summary: Unlucky.

Thomas—This ganie had it all—2 grea t teams, a sideline donnybrook , and
a 2-1 Elm City Bowl victory for Colby, Mid-fielder Mark O'Donncll lost
for the season with a knee injury. Summary: Sorry Terriers, it' was business
as usual. We'll miss OD.

IIM O—You won 't believe it. With 25 seconds remaining in the second and
final overtime , the Black Q,cars (thc fourth-ranked team in New England Divi' sion I) snuck the winning goal past Jeff King, who playcctbrillinntly in goal.
Hurkie 's 18th goal tied his own single-season scoring record. Summary: Thc
god of soccer (controller of all outcomes) said it all in this game, which
epitomized the season.

Clark.The , Cougars won 3-0 in n lightening-dclaycd , post-hurricane game.
Summary: Oh darn.
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Scorcese's new film displays skewed view of reality
by Mike Bow.ds
Martin Scorese's new comedy,
"After Hours," is a slightly skewed
view of a reality that 's much more
skewed. It details the misadventures of

a mild-mannered word processor (Grif- suicide, narrowly escapes a mohawk
fin Dunne) who becomes trapped in haircut, is mistaken for a burglar and
downtown SoHo between midnight nearly pummeled to death by a
and dawn . Along the way, he loses all vigilante mob, and receives varying
his money, inadvertently causes a . degrees of sympathy and abuse from
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such flakes as Rosanna Arquette, Teri
Garr, Cheech and Chong, Linda
Fiorentino, and countless others.
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Throughout it all Dunne carries the
film on the premise that good comic
acting is mostly reacting, although his
best moments come -when, as a result
of his trials, he starts acting as hizarrely
as the freaks he encounters. In each of
his films ("Taxi Driver," ','Mean
Streets," "Raging Bull," "King of
Comedy"), Scorese depicted a dark urir
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ban landscape seen through the eyes of
a social outside on the edge of normality. With "After Hours" he turns this
premise around so that normality is the
outsider looking in at the nocturnal inhabitants of New York City, and in doing so has created a bitterly funny
social satire. It' s no slapstick
comedy .-it's funny when you start to
realize that absurd situations like this
actually occur every night. In all, it's
pretty good, considering that the
reviewer saw it because he was too late
for "Stooeemania."
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BYOB possibility investigated

by Geoffrey Alexander
The opening of the new Spa was a
welcome addition to the year for most
Colby students. Once again, they can
have a place to meet friends , have some
food , or tank u p on coffee for the
evening. As everyone knows, the Spa
is drastically different , not only its
management and physical appearance,
but the lack of alcohol
The administration has recently
responded to this lack by stating that
it will entertain a proposal , drafted by
the Spa Committee, to create the same
type of BYOB policy that is used by
restaurants without liquor licenses.
This policy would allow students of
legal drinking age to bring their own
beer and wine.
The administration hopes to see
students enforce the BYOB policy by
policin g wi t h a "low-key approach. "
If it doesn't work, then it will simply
be discontinued.
If a proposal was given to the administration, it would be sent to Colby's lawyers and the college executives
for approval. This process would take

MS

t ended , according to Chopus.
The SAMS committee is hoping to
raise at least $3,000 from the road race.
They are encouraged by reports of
pledges, including over $900 in pledges
from Sandy Maisel , alone. The race
will begin at 10 a.m. from the field
house. Volunteers are still needed to
help with the race. Those interested
may con t act Kelly Chopus or Kris
Walsh at x3056. The entire Colby community is invited to cheer on the
athletes.

Brea k-in
Goverment Professor Chip Hauss said
that he has removed his gradebook
from his office and Meehan said that
he will now keep two cop ies of his
gradebook , one in his office and one
at home.
Physical Plant is planning to replace
all locks in the college sometime in the
next year but # in the meantime , will
p rovide professors with a simple device
that will make their offices
ji mmy-proof.

Theft

from its budget to finance the replacement of ttie equipement . According to
Nelson, it takes approxima tely six to
eight weeks for an order for new equip ment to be fulfilled . Until the new
equipmen t comes in, the equipmen t
room will have a scarcity of clothing,
he said.
Nelson said that he hoped these
theft s would lead to more thorough
surveil lance of the fieldhous e by Safety and Security .

approximately two weeks.
For the administration , the ideal
solution to the lack of alcohol would
involve the institution of an "Umbrella
Law " in Maine. This law, which has
already
been
instituted ;in
Massachusetts, would impose a cap of
$500 ,000 on liabili ty suits on
establishments serving alcohol. Under
Maine 's present laws, an establishment
can be sued for up to $10 million. If
an "Umbrella Law " is instituted,. the
administration would be able to get an
alcohol insurance policy much more

easily.
J The Maine State Inkeepers' Association, which has much to gain from the
imposition of an Umbrella Law, has
been lobbying hard for a quick solution. The Legislature convenes January
1, 1986 in a special session. If the bill
is categorized as an "emergency bill*
and p asses , it becomes law
immediately.
According to Dean Earl Smith , Colby would be able to get an insurance
policy if there were a $500,000 cap, and
then alcohol would be served.
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If he 's hooked on drinkin g, he's on drug s. With nine
million Americans dependent on alcohol , It's time /
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we stopped pretending it isn't a drug.
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Nonsense . What 's rude is tryin g to push a drink on
wroconc who doesn 't want it. Or shouldn 't have it.
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Throw a party - any party! Then
get on the Domino's Pizza Party
Line and start ordering.
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